Abstract A new restoration methodology is proposed to enhance mammographic images through the improvement of contrast features and the simultaneous suppression of noise. Denoising is performed in the first step using the Anscombe transformation to convert the signal-dependent quantum noise into an approximately signal-independent Gaussian additive noise. In the Anscombe domain, noise is filtered through an adaptive Wiener filter, whose parameters are obtained by considering local image statistics. In the second step, a filter based on the modulation transfer function of the imaging system in the whole radiation field is applied for image enhancement. This methodology can be used as a preprocessing module for computer-aided detection (CAD) systems to improve the performance of breast cancer screening. A preliminary assessment of the restoration algorithm was performed using synthetic images with different levels of quantum noise. Afterward, we evaluated the effect of the preprocessing on the performance of a previously developed CAD system for clustered microcalcification detection in mammographic images. The results from the synthetic images showed an increase of up to 11.5 dB (p0 0.002) in the peak signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, the mean structural similarity index increased up to 8.3 % (p<0.001). Regarding CAD performance, the results suggested that the preprocessing increased the detectability of microcalcifications in mammographic images without increasing the false-positive rates. Receiver operating characteristic analysis revealed an average increase of 14.1 % (p00.01) in overall CAD performance when restored image sets were used.
Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women and one of the major causes of death among women worldwide [1] . When detected in its early stages, there is a 30 % chance that the cancer can be treated effectively, but the late detection of advanced-stage tumors makes treatment more difficult [2, 3] . X-ray mammography is the most used and the most effective technique for the early detection of breast cancer [4] . However, mammographic interpretation is a difficult task. Studies indicate that radiologists do not detect all abnormalities in mammographic images that are visible upon a retrospective review; the visual inspection of suspicious lesions can be very subtle, and the lesions are often masked by breast parenchyma [5] . False-negative rates for mammography range from 16 to 31 % [6] .
To assist radiologists in mammogram interpretation, computer-aided detection (CAD) systems have been developed over the past 20 years [5, 6] . CAD is a computer-based system created to aid in the detection of suspicious lesions in mammographic images, providing a "second opinion" for the radiologist. Indeed, medical diagnoses are made by the radiologist, but he or she can use the output from a computer analysis of mammographic images to aid in his final decision [5] . Several studies have shown that the performance of radiologists in mammogram interpretation can be significantly improved when assisted by CAD, which demonstrates the great potential of CAD to improve breast cancer screening [7, 8] . Currently, the sensitivity of CAD for breast cancer screening is relatively high (∼90 %). However, specificity is too low, with approximately 400 false-positive marks to be dismissed for one cancer detected [9] . Thus, further efforts are needed to improve the specificity of CAD systems [5] .
Among the lesions evaluated in mammographic reading, special attention is given to clustered microcalcifications because this arrangement is often associated with malignant tumors [10] [11] [12] . Due to their small size and mammographic image noise, the contrast between microcalcifications and breast tissue is relatively poor [11] . Microcalcifications may be inconspicuous and may be missed, even by a diligent radiologist [12] . The problem is worsened by dense-breast tissue. The presence of dense fibroglandular tissue in mammographic images can obscure signs of breast cancer and affect diagnostic accuracy [6, 13] . Although dense-breast tissue is normally found in women under 40 years old, hormonal reposition therapy has resulted in higher-thanexpected breast density in older women. Increases in breast density have been shown to reduce mammographic screening sensitivity and specificity [14, 15] .
One of the main requirements to assure the better performance of CAD systems and thus improve medical diagnosis is to acquire good quality images [16] . Several researchers have reported that the characteristics of a mammographic image set can significantly affect the performance of a CAD system [17] [18] [19] . Digital mammograms with high spatial resolutions and low noise levels are required for accurate microcalcification detection by a CAD system [16] . For that reason, image processing algorithms for image enhancement and noise reduction have been utilized as preprocessing modules in CAD systems [20] [21] [22] [23] . In this preprocessing step, the image contrast of breast lesions is enhanced, and CAD sensitivity in the detection of subtle cancers is improved.
However, for the proper use of preprocessing techniques in mammography images, some important aspects must be considered. First, image processing algorithms for the enhancement of high-frequency components, such as microcalcifications, have the undesirable effect of increasing image noise [24] . Thus, these algorithms may not only improve the CAD detection rate of suspicious lesions, particularly in dense-breast images but also typically increase the rate of false positives [21] . On the other hand, image processing algorithms for noise suppression typically reduce sharp transitions between pixel intensities, which results in image blurring [24] . This blurring impairs the detection of fine details and small structures in images. Thus, when utilizing CAD for microcalcification detection, noise reduction algorithms may reduce false-positive rates, but CAD sensitivity may be compromised.
Moreover, noise reduction techniques are generally based on the assumption that noise is additive and signal independent (i.e., there is no correlation between pixel values and the values of noise components) [24] . However, mammography images must be acquired using short exposure times for patient safety, which leads to breast images with relatively high quantum noise levels [25] . Quantum noise is nonadditive and signal dependent (that is, noise component values are correlated with the radiation intensity). Thus, dealing with this type of noise is a much more complex task because the nature of the noise must be considered in the process [24] .
Recently, a study showed that quantum noise is the dominant image quality factor in mammography and exerts a greater effect than spatial resolution when radiologists detect microcalcifications and discriminate between masses, impeding diagnostic performance [26] . Additionally, the reduction in false-positive rates is one of the main challenges of CAD systems, and the use of preprocessing techniques to improve the quality of images, making them more suitable for medical interpretation and computational analysis, is a tool that should be used.
In this context, this paper presents a restoration methodology to improve mammographic images based on a denoising algorithm followed by an enhancement technique. Noise reduction is performed in the first step using the Anscombe transformation [27, 28] to convert mammography quantum noise into Gaussian additive noise, which is filtered through an adaptive Wiener filter [28, 29] . In the second step, a filter based on the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the mammographic equipment in the whole radiation field is applied for image enhancement [30] . Thus, the proposed methodology can be used as a preprocessing module for CAD systems intended to improve breast cancer screening. In this paper, we focus on the enhancement of mammographic images and the influence of the proposed preprocessing algorithm on the improvement of CAD performance in clustered microcalcification detection.
Methods and Materials

Image Denoising
The following model describes the image degradation process during acquisition [24] :
where g(x,y) is the degraded image, f(x,y) is the input image, h(x,y) is the degradation function, n(x,y) is the additive noise and the operator "*" indicates convolution. Restoration techniques usually manipulate this equation to obtain an estimate, b f x; y ð Þ; of the input image when h(x,y) and n(x,y) are known [24] .
The additive noise n(x,y) is incorporated by the digitization process and can be modeled as signal-independent Gaussian noise. However, f(x,y) cannot be considered a noise-free image because mammographic images are also corrupted by quantum noise, which is nonadditive noise and is normally modeled by a statistical Poisson distribution [25] .
Furthermore, quantum noise is a signal-dependent noise because its variance is equal to the expected value, which is the rate of the signal. Therefore, the noise magnitude varies across the image, depending on the image intensity. The Anscombe transformation is a variance-stabilizing transformation that converts a random variable with a Poisson distribution into a variable with an approximately additive, signal-independent Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and unity variance [28] .
Let the degraded image at coordinates x and y, g(x,y), be the random variable. Thus, the Anscombe transformation of g(x,y) is given by the following: [27] 
This equation can be represented by the following additive model [28] 
where r(x,y) is the rate of the Poisson-distributed image (i.e., the expected value) and v(x,y) is the additive term, which is independent of the signal s(x,y) and has an approximately Gaussian distribution [28] . After the Anscombe transformation, the additive term v(x,y) includes both the quantum noise converted into Gaussian noise and the electronic white noise, originally incorporated by the digitization process. Thus, this transformation allows for the use of any well-known denoising technique to reduce Gaussian additive noise by acting on the image z(x,y) in the Anscombe domain.
In this work, we used an adaptive Wiener filter to obtain an estimate, b s x; y ð Þ; of the expected noise-free mammographic image in the Anscombe domain. The Wiener filter calculates an estimate of a noise-free image that minimizes the mean squared error. Specifically, when z(x,y) is assumed to have a Gaussian additive noise, the Wiener filter is the optimal filter and is expressed as follows [29] :
where s x; y ð Þ and σ In the Anscombe domain, we can assume that σ 2 v x; y ð Þ is equal to 1. Moreover, z x; y ð Þ is equal to s x; y ð Þ because the mean of the noise, v x; y ð Þ; is equal to 0. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. 4 as follows:
Parameters s x; y ð Þ and σ 2 s x; y ð Þ can be estimated by local statistics considering a small neighborhood around the pixel being processed. These required statistics should be calculated from the degraded image z(x,y) when the original signal is not known. In this case, these parameters could be calculated over a preliminary estimate of the signal, b b s x; y ð Þ, which can be obtained by blurring the image z(x,y) with a low-pass filter. In this work, we used a 3×3 averaging filter mask [24] on z(x,y) to obtain b b s x; y ð Þ; This filter was chosen because it is a simple smoothing filter and the size of the mask establishes the amount of blurring. The bigger the size of the average mask, the more noise will be removed to generate b b s x; y ð Þ; but the restored image, at the end of the denoising procedure, will be more blurred. Thus, the 3×3 mask size generated a good estimation of s x; y ð Þ without showing significant blurring.
Denoting the neighborhood around b b s x; y ð Þ by A ij , the local mean and variance of b b s x; y ð Þ were estimated by:
where M denotes the size of the square neighborhood A ij . The choice of the size M for local mean and variance estimation is crucial and has a great impact on the performance of the filter. The bigger the area of the neighborhood, the more noise will be removed, but the restored image will be more blurred. Thus, to properly define the size of the neighborhood A ij , we considered the method originally proposed by Rabbani [31] , where M is automatically adjusted depending on the signal activity in the neighborhood A ij . Initially, the area A ij is chosen to be a 5×5 square neighborhood around the pixel being processed (M05). In that region, we measured the parameter α(x,y), which is defined as: The parameter α(x,y) is in the range [0,1] and is a relative measure of the signal activity (variance) versus the noise variance [31] . Values of α(x,y) close to 0 correspond to flat areas, with little signal variation compared to the variance of the noise. Conversely, the values of α(x,y) close to 1 imply that the signal variance dominates the noise variance and are indicative of areas with fine details or sharp transitions. Thus, the size M of the square neighborhood around the pixel being processed in the Anscombe domain was chosen depending on the value of α(x,y) (previously calculated in the spatial domain) following the algorithm proposed by Rabbani [31] . In this algorithm, if 0.2<α(x,y)<0.6 (the values 0.2 and 0.6 were experimentally determined by the author), moderate signal activity is present and the required statistics were estimated from this 5×5 neighborhood using Eqs. 6 and 7. If α(x,y) < 0.2, a relatively flat area was detected and the size of the square neighborhood was increased to 7×7 to enclose more pixels and to more effectively average out the noise. Finally, if α(x,y) > 0.6, a possible sharp transition area has been encountered, and a set of gradient operations are performed on the pixels in the 5×5 neighborhood to detect the gradient orientation. Then, this area is divided into two subregions and we considered only the subregion on the side of the sharp transition with average value more similar to the pixel being processed. The local mean and variance computed using this algorithm allowed the Wiener filter to reduce image noise without significantly affecting image sharpness.
After the adaptive Wiener filtering procedure, the inverse Anscombe transformation is applied to obtain the estimate, b r x; y ð Þ; of an approximately noise-free mammographic image in the spatial domain. The inverse Anscombe transformation is described by the following equation: [27] b r x; y
MTF-Based Filtering
After noise removal by Wiener filtering in the Anscombe domain and assuming that the denoising procedure has not altered the degradation function, h(x,y), the model of image degradation described by Eq. 1 can be rewritten in the following form:
where b r x; y ð Þ is the degraded mammographic image after denoising and f 0 x; y ð Þ is the noise-free input image.
In mammography imaging systems, the degradation function h(x,y) is normally represented by a point-spread function (PSF), which introduces blurring in the image. This blurring yields a reduction in image spatial resolution, which reduces the ability to reproduce fine details.
We can express the model in Eq. 10 as the following equivalent frequency domain equation:
where the terms in capital letters are the Fourier transforms of the corresponding terms in Eq. 10 and u and v are the frequency variables. One benefit of using the Fourier transform for image restoration is that convolution in the spatial domain is analogous to multiplication in the frequency domain [24] . The Fourier transform of the PSF is the optical transfer function of the imaging system, whose magnitude is known as the MTF [30] . If the MTF of the imaging system is known and the degraded image has approximately no noise, the estimate b F 0 u:v ð Þ of the original image in the frequency domain can be calculated by the simple restoration approach described by Eq. 12, which is known as the inverse filter [24] :
Notice that a lot of the elements in MTF(u,v) could have values either at 0 or very close to it. Inverting these elements would give us either infinities or some extremely high values. Moreover, the inverse filtering could make the residual noise to dominate the estimate b F 0 u; v ð Þ near the high frequencies [24] . Thus, in order to avoid it, we considered a threshold by limiting the MTF(u,v) to values greater or equal to 0.5. In this case, we made MTF(u,v)00.5 for all cases where MTF(u,v)<0.5.
To calculate the MTF(u,v) of mammography imaging systems, we considered two basic sources of image degradation in this study: (1) geometric unsharpness-the blurring caused by the finite size and the X-ray intensity distribution of the focal spot of mammographic equipment and (2) digitization unsharpness-the blurring due to the finite size of digital imaging detectors. Each individual source of degradation can be described by its own MTF. The MTF of the complete image system can be computed by multiplying the MTFs of the individual components of the system, as shown in the following equation [30] :
Geometrical characteristics related to the radiographic exposure procedure cause the effective focal spot size (and hence the MTFs due to the geometric unsharpness) to vary with the field location [32] . One solution for image restoration by the inverse filter is the division of the digital mammographic image into small regions ("sub-images"), in which the spatial invariance can be accomplished [33] . In this work, we considered square sub-images measuring 512×512 pixels as invariant regions (approximately 2.5× 2.5 cm for an imaging system composed of 50-μm pixels). This size was chosen based on the performance of the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. Sub-images were selected from the upper left region, and images were scanned from left to right and column by column down to the bottom, with the image oriented such that the breast was located on the left side of the image. Thus, we calculated the MTF for each region, and the restoration filter was applied individually for each sub-image, utilizing its own MTF.
Determining the MTF of the Geometric Unsharpness
The MTF of the geometric unsharpness was determined from the PSF resulting from the effective focal spot size and intensity distribution of the mammographic equipment. The procedures followed to measure the effective focal spot sizes have been specified by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) [34] . The recommended procedure requires that measurements be taken at the central beam position by using the slit camera technique. Those measurements should be made by utilizing at least two orientations of the slit: one parallel and the other perpendicular with respect to the cathode-anode axis [34] .
Doi [32] showed that the PSF of geometric unsharpness at any arbitrary field position can be derived from that at the central beam position. Thus, we determined the PSF of geometric unsharpness according to the effective focal spot size calculated for the position corresponding to the center of each selected sub-image. We considered the effective focal spot at the central beam position to be a rectangle of dimensions a and b (Fig. 1 ) with a Gaussian distribution [35] .
The next step was to calculate the effective focal spot sizes at the center of each sub-image. They can be derived from the dimensions measured at the central beam position, as shown in Fig. 1 , using the following equations [32] :
where a and b are the effective focal spot sizes at the central beam position, measured at the parallel and perpendicular orientations, respectively, with respect to the cathode-anode axis; a′ and b′ are the new dimensions of the effective focal spot calculated for an arbitrary field position (dx,dy), which corresponds to the center of the selected sub-image; SID is the source-to-image distance; and θ is the anode angle. Furthermore, depending on the field position, the shape of the effective focal spot can be skewed by the angle γ, as shown in Fig. 1 , which can be calculated using the following equation [32] :
After determining the effective focal spot sizes at each position, the next step is to calculate the magnitude of the corresponding geometric unsharpness (U a′ and U b′ ) for both orientations. The calculation is performed by considering the relationship between the dimensions of the effective focal spot and the enlargement factor to which the internal breast structures are subjected during radiographic imaging. This factor is calculated by considering the relationship between the object-to-image distance (OID) and the source-to-object distance (SOD), as shown in Fig. 2 , using the following equation [36] :
The term "object" refers to any structure inside the breast. However, during radiographic imaging, there is a superposition of these structures because they are projected onto a flat, two-dimensional image. Thus, the geometric unsharpness for each structure depends on the height at which it is located inside the breast. Nevertheless, accurately determining this positioning for each structure is almost impossible from the analysis of a flat image. Thus, in this work, we considered the plane cutting the center of the compressed breast as an object to calculate the geometric unsharpness of structures, as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 1 The effective focal spot sizes (a',b') and the skew angle γ at the arbitrary position (dx,dy) can be derived from those measured at the center of the field The OID is calculated by summing the distances from the breast support to the image detector (BID) with half of the compressed breast thickness (T/2). In this work, the enlargement factor was calculated by considering a 4.5-cm compressed breast. The values for SID and BID were measured in each mammography unit.
The final step is to calculate the PSF(x,y) Geometric and thus the MTF(u,v) Geometric due to the geometric unsharpness. By determining the magnitude of the geometric unsharpness from Eq. 17, the PSF(x,y) Geometric for each sub-image was simulated considering the focal spot having a Gaussian intensity distribution [35] :
where σ x and σ y are the standard deviations of the Gaussian intensity distribution along x and y, which correspond to the parallel and perpendicular orientation at the field, respectively, relative to the cathode-anode axis (see Fig. 1 ). Although the NEMA standard does not provide criteria for determining the width of the slit image when measuring effective focal spot sizes, it has been a general practice to measure the dimension of a slit image by considering the full width at half maximum (FWHM) [37] . In this work, we determined the effective focal spot sizes of all mammographic equipment by measuring the FWHM of the slit image profile [38] . Thus, to correctly simulate the PSF(x,y) Geometric using Eq. 18, the standard deviations σ x and σ y were derived from the magnitude of the geometric unsharpness U a 0 and U b 0 ; respectively, by considering the relationship between the standard deviation and the FWHM of a Gaussian distribution:
Finally, the MTF(u,v) Geometric due to geometric unsharpness was calculated by applying the two-dimensional Fourier transform to the PSF(x,y) Geometric .
Determining the MTF of the Digitization Unsharpness
The MTF of the digitization unsharpness can be determined from the PSF through either the finite size of imaging detectors, if we consider the digital mammography systems, or the film digitizer spatial resolution, if we consider the digitized screen-film mammography images. We simulated the PSF(x,y) Digitization by considering a squared PSF with a uniform intensity distribution, whose sizes correspond to the pixel size actually used in the image digitization. Thus, due to the digitization unsharpness, MTF(u,v) Digitization was calculated using the Fourier transform. By determining the MTF of the geometric and the digitization unsharpness, the MTF of the complete image system was calculated using Eq. 13.
Finally, mammographic images were restored in the frequency domain using the proposed MTF-based filtering. The Fourier transform was applied to each sub-image extracted from the original image after denoising. Next, the inverse filter of Eq. 12 was applied using its own MTF. Each calculated MTF was properly analyzed to avoid zero or very small values before applying the inverse filter, as stated above. Finally, the inverse Fourier transform was used to obtain the resulting restored image, b f 0 x; y ð Þ:
Results
A preliminary assessment of the proposed restoration algorithm was performed using synthetic images. We generated degraded images with known levels of blurring and quantum noise and compared them to the reference images to evaluate how the preprocessing technique could improve image quality. Afterward, we evaluated the effect of the preprocessing on the performance of a previously developed CAD system for clustered microcalcification detection [39, 40] .
Evaluation Using Synthetic Images
To evaluate the performance of the proposed restoration algorithm, we generated synthetic images (512×512 pixels, 8 bits) blurred by a Gaussian low-pass filter and corrupted by different levels of quantum noise. All images were Fig. 2 The enlargement factor considered for breast imaging. T corresponds to the compressed breast thickness, and BID corresponds to the distance between the breast support and the image detector. The geometric unsharpness depends on the effective focal spot size and the relationship between the object-to-image distance (OID0BID+T/2) and the source-to-object distance (SOD0SID−OID), as shown in Eq. 17 restored using the proposed methodology. Figure 3 shows one example of these synthetic images: on the top left is the original ground truth image without any blur or noise used as a reference; on the top right is the same image plotted as a surface; in the second line is the blurred image, corrupted by the Gaussian PSF(x,y) of Eq. 18 with σ x 0σ y 04 pixels and the corresponding surface plot; in the third line is the blurred image additionally corrupted by quantum noise generated by a radiation exposure of 5,665 photons/pixel on average, which corresponds to approximately 25 % of the normal clinical dose for mammography and the corresponding surface plot; and on the bottom is the resulting image after preprocessing the degraded image showed in the third line using the restoration technique proposed in this work and the corresponding surface plot. The results presented in Fig. 3 show that the proposed restoration algorithm notably reduced image noise and preserved the fine details and sharp transitions in the image, even for an image corrupted by a high level of quantum noise (representing 25 % of the normal radiation dose for mammography).
Objective methods used to evaluate image restoration techniques normally quantify the differences (error) between the restored image, b f x; y ð Þ; and the reference image (ground truth), f x; y ð Þ; using a variety of signal fidelity measurements. The goal of a signal fidelity measurement is to compare two signals by providing a quantitative score that describes the degree of similarity between them [41] . To perform an objective assessment on the performance of the proposed restoration methodology, we calculated the following signal fidelity measures using synthetic images: peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [41] and mean structural similarity index (MSSIM) [42] .
The PSNR is an important metric for characterizing the performance of image restoration algorithms. It represents the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. A higher PSNR would normally indicate a restoration of higher quality [41] . The SSIM index includes human visual perception in the measurement extracting information about the luminance, contrast, and structure of an image. It was designed to improve traditional signal fidelity measures. SSIM is calculated on various windows of both restored and reference images. Typically, it is calculated on window sizes of 8×8, which should be displaced pixel-by-pixel in both images. In practice, the mean value of the SSIM indexes (MSSIM) of all windows is used to evaluate the overall image quality. The resultant MSSIM index is a decimal value between −1 and 1, where a value of 1 can be reached only in the case of two identical images [42] .
In this study, we considered four different synthetic images which were degraded by a Gaussian low-pass filter (PSF(x,y) of Eq. 18 with σ x 0σ y 04 pixels) and by three levels of simulated quantum noise, totalizing 12 synthetic images. We considered the quantum noise levels representative of approximately the normal clinical dose for mammography (22,660 photons/pixel in the average), 50 % of the normal dose (11,330 photons/pixel in the average), and Fig. 3 Examples of synthetic images used for preliminary assessment of the proposed restoration algorithm. a Original image without any blur or noise: used as a reference; b reference image plotted as a surface; c blurred image: corrupted by a Gaussian low-pass filter; d blurred image plotted as a surface; e degraded image: blurred by a Gaussian low-pass filter and corrupted by quantum noise with a magnitude corresponding to approximately 25 % of the normal clinical dose for mammography; f degraded image plotted as a surface; g restored image; h restored image plotted as a surface 25 % of the normal dose (5,665 photons/pixel in the average). Ideal synthetic images without any blur or noise were also generated to provide the ground truth reference.
All synthetic images were restored by considering three image restoration techniques: (1) images processed by the proposed MTF-based filter but using an average filter mask 3×3 for denoising; (2) images processed by the Wiener filter in the frequency domain, using an algorithm developed in a previous work [43] ; and (3) images processed by the MTFbased filtering after image denoising by Anscombe transformation and adaptive Wiener filtering, as proposed in the present work. Table 1 shows the average values of PSNR and MSSIM measurements calculated for the synthetic images before and after restoration using these three preprocessing methodologies. The relative improvement in image quality provided by these image restoration techniques was also calculated. Paired two-tailed Student's t test was used to evaluate if the signal fidelity measurements using degraded and restored images were statistically significant.
As expected, Table 1 shows that the synthetic images acquired with higher levels of quantum noise (lower radiation dose) produced worst image quality index values calculated before restoration. This result indicates that mammography quantum noise is signal dependent and increases with a reduction in radiation dose. Table 1 shows that the relative improvement in image quality achieved using all of the restoration techniques was higher for images with lower simulated dose. However, we note that the improvement in image quality was notably better when our preprocessing methodology was used for image restoration. We observed an increase of up to 11.5 dB in the PSNR measurements after restoration (p00.002). Moreover, the MSSIM index increased up to 8.3 % (p<0.001). In this case, quantum noise was reduced without significantly affecting the image sharpness (Fig. 3) .
The lowest signal fidelity values were obtained when the MTF-based filter was employed on images after denoising by an average 3×3 filter mask. This result indicates that the average mask filtering is not appropriated for Poisson noise removal and that it produces significant blurring in the image that cannot be properly recovered by the MTFbased filter. Denoising using this type of filter worsened image quality. When comparing the results using the Wiener filter in the frequency and Anscombe domains, we observed that the Wiener filter achieved much better noise reduction when applied in the Anscombe domain using the adaptive methodology proposed in this work.
Evaluation Using a CAD System
After the preliminary assessment of the proposed image restoration methodology using synthetic images, we evaluated the effect of this restoration technique on the performance of a previously developed CAD system for microcalcification detection [39, 40] . The main objective was to compare the improvement in CAD performance when using the restored images instead of the degraded ones. Then, two mammographic image sets were considered in this study. The first one consisted of digital mammographic images of a tissue-equivalent breast phantom acquired through three different magnitudes of radiation dose, providing three different levels of quantum noise. The other image set consisted of real breast images extracted from an online mammographic image database [44] . All of the Images were degraded by a low-pass Gaussian filter and quantum noise of three different levels images from both databases were restored by the proposed methodology, and we compared CAD performance using degraded and restored images to evaluate how the preprocessing technique could improve the performance of a CAD system for mammography.
Phantom Image Set
Phantom images were acquired using a CIRS TissueEquivalent Phantom for Mammography, model 011A (Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Inc. Norfolk, VA). This phantom represents a compressed breast measuring 4.5 cm in thickness with an adipose-to-glandular ratio of 50:50 [45] . This type of phantom was chosen because of its tissue equivalency and realistic breast shape and because it contains several components that closely mimic the radiographic properties and shapes of normal and pathological breast structures. This phantom image shows 12 clusters of specks, each consisting of six specks, simulating 72 microcalcifications with a grain size ranging from 0.130 to 0.400 mm [45] .
Digital mammographic images of this phantom were acquired through a Lorad M-III mammographic unit (Hologic, Inc. Bedford, MA) using an Agfa computed radiography (CR) system consisting of a CR MM3.0 Mammo plate and a CR 85-X Digitizer (Agfa-Gevaert Group, Mortsel, Belgium). Images were acquired at 26 kVp using three different dose levels, which were provided by considering the normal dose automatically adjusted by the mammographic unit automatic exposure controller (AEC) (exposure using 180 mAs), 50 % of the normal dose (90 mAs), and 25 % of the normal dose (45 mAs). Digital images presented 4,096 gray levels (12 bits) and a pixel size of 50 μm. Thus, the images allowed for the quantitative analysis of CAD performance in detecting microcalcifications using degraded and restored images considering different levels of quantum noise.
Some physical parameters of the mammographic unit and the acquisition system were measured using previously developed methodologies for quality assurance [46, 47] . These measurements were important because the proposed restoration method uses information about the image acquisition system to produce the MTF-based filter, as described before. The measured parameters include the effective focal spot sizes at the center of the field, anode angle (θ), SID, BID, and the exact location of the center of the field. Figure 4 shows one example of a region (1,900×1,900 pixels) extracted from the mammographic image of the breast phantom acquired with quantum noise levels representative of approximately 25 % of the normal clinical dose for mammography (26 kVp-45 mAs). On the top left is the degraded image (originally taken with no preprocessing); on the top right is the same image plotted as a surface; on the bottom left is the Figure 4 shows that the restoration algorithm proposed in this work led to microcalcifications appearing more visible in this mammographic image. Restoration reduced image noise without significantly affecting image sharpness, even for an image corrupted by a high level of quantum noise (representing 25 % of the normal radiation dose for mammography).
All acquired mammographic images of the breast phantom database were restored by the proposed methodology and analyzed by the CAD system for automatic microcalcification detection. We compared the number of microcalcifications correctly detected using the degraded and the restored images. Thus, from the results of the digital processing, the number of structures correctly detected in both cases could be quantified, and we could evaluate the impact of the preprocessing on CAD performance regarding microcalcification detection. We evaluated the CAD performance in terms of CAD sensitivity (truepositive rates) and specificity (false-positive rates) using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis (Table 2 ) [48] . ROC curves are frequently used to describe and compare the performance of diagnostic algorithms. In this study, the variable criterion for determining the ROC curves was the sensitivity of the segmentation algorithm inside the CAD system, which determines the number of signals kept in the image [21] . Figures 5, 6 , and 7 show the calculated ROC curves of the CAD performance for the degraded and restored breast phantom images with different levels of quantum noise; the images were acquired using AEC normal radiation dose, 50 % of the normal dose, and 25 % of the normal dose, respectively. Additionally, the area under the ROC curves (Az) was measured. Az is a parameter commonly used to evaluate and compare the overall performance of CAD systems [5, 21, 23] . These ROC curves were generated using a web-based calculator provided by the Johns Hopkins University [49] .
The results presented in Table 2 show that CAD performance for the detection of microcalcifications in the phantom images depended on image noise: images with higher quantum noise (less radiation dose) yielded a worse CAD detection rate. After restoration, CAD sensitivity was improved regardless of the quantum noise level of the degraded image. CAD specificity was also improved for phantom images acquired using the normal dose and 50 % of the normal dose. The ROC curves show that the preprocessing technique increased overall CAD performance for all three cases. We observed an average increase of 10.9 % (p00.04) in CAD performance, measured using the area under the curve (Az), when the restored phantom images were used (Figs. 5, 6 , and 7).
Real Breast Image Set
After evaluating CAD performance using the breast phantom images, we investigated the improvement in CAD detection when the proposed restoration technique was performed on real breast images. Thus, we selected 128 breast images from an online mammographic images database previously developed to test and evaluate CAD systems [44] . For this study, we selected only dense-breast images used in real mammography examinations acquired at three different hospitals (and three different imaging systems), all of them with clustered microcalcifications. This type of image was chosen because microcalcification detection in dense-breast images remains a challenge for CAD systems. Studies have shown that CAD sensitivity and specificity decrease considerably when using densebreast images because it is more difficult to detect small lesions in images with low contrast and high levels of noise [6, 15, 20] . Information regarding mammographic findings, breast density, and pathologies was obtained from this database and was extracted from physicians' reports and confirmed by previous and later exams, including follow-up mammography, ultrasound exam, and/or biopsy [44] .
Again, some physical parameters of those mammographic units and film digitizers used in this study had to be measured because the proposed restoration method uses information about the image acquisition system to produce the MTF-based filter, as described above. Because each hospital had its own equipment to acquire digital mammograms, we developed a database that contained all the physical parameters of the image acquisition system, which is important to the restoration algorithm in automating the restoration procedure. Table 3 shows some characteristics of the real breast image set used in this study.
Mammographic images were grouped according to the hospital from which the mammograms were originally obtained. All of the images were restored by the proposed methodology and were processed by the CAD system to detect clustered microcalcifications. We compared the performance of the CAD system using the degraded and the restored images. Thus, from the results of CAD analysis, we calculated CAD sensitivity and specificity using ROC analysis (Table 4) . Figures 8, 9 , and 10 show the calculated ROC curves for the dense-breast image groups taken from hospital nos. 1, 2, and 3, respectively, considering the degraded and the restored images. The area under the ROC curves (Az) was also measured. Table 4 shows that CAD performance was relatively poor when dense-breast images were used. However, preprocessing yielded an increase in CAD true-positive rates and a decrease in CAD false-positive rates for the three image groups considered in this study. Moreover, the ROC curves show that the parameter Az was higher when restored mammographic images were used. We observed an average increase of 14.1 % (p00.01) in overall CAD performance (Figs. 8, 9 , and 10) when the restored real breast image set was used. 
Discussion
The improvement in mammographic image quality resulting from the proposed restoration method was evaluated. Preliminary tests were performed by comparing the original and the restored synthetic images in terms of several widely used signal fidelity measurements. Afterward, we compared the performance of a previously developed CAD system for microcalcification detection when using degraded and restored mammographic images from two different databases: a breast phantom image set and a real breast image set. The results regarding synthetic images corrupted by different levels of quantum noise showed that our preprocessing methodology produced restored images significantly more similar to the reference images than the other restoration techniques considered in this study. Table 1 shows an increase of up to 11.5 dB (p00.002) in the PSNR measurements and an increased of up to Degraded images (filled triangles) (originally taken with no preprocessing) and restored images (filled circles). The parameter Az corresponds to the area under the ROC curve 8.3 % (p<0.001) in the MSSIM index when using our restoration technique. Moreover, we showed that the restored image is visibly less noisy and more similar to the reference image than the degraded one and that image sharpness was preserved after restoration. We also evaluated the influence of our preprocessing methodology on the performance of a CAD system for the detection of clustered microcalcifications in mammographic images. First, we considered a breast phantom with clustered microcalcifications of known sizes, imaged with different levels of quantum noise. In this case, the ROC analysis suggested that CAD performance was improved when considering our proposed restoration methodology as a preprocessing step. It was observed an average increase of 10.9 % (p00.04) in CAD performance when using preprocessed images. The restoration methodology yielded an increase in CAD true-positive rates without increasing the false-positive rates, even for images corrupted by a high level of quantum noise. This result shows that the acquisition constraints were, to some extent, overcome by the restoration procedure. This finding could guide a further study of how this restoration could lead to a reduction in the radiation dose on breast cancer screening.
Regarding CAD performance on mammographic images of real breasts, we selected exclusively dense-breast images from a mammography database, which were grouped according to the image acquisition system. Dense-breast images still pose a challenge for CAD systems because such images normally present low contrast between breast tissue and structures associated with breast cancer. In this case, ROC analysis also suggested that our restoration methodology yielded an improvement in CAD performance. Considering all image groups, restoration increased CAD truepositive rates and decreased false-positive rates for clustered microcalcification detection. An average increase of 14.1 % (p00.01) in CAD performance when using preprocessed images sets was observed. In comparison to other preprocessing techniques for the enhancement of mammographic images, this work presented significant results. Nunes et al. [21] presented an MTF-based filter to enhance dense-breast images and evaluated the improvement of CAD performance for microcalcification detection. An increase of 5.3 % in the area under ROC curve was reported, followed by a little increase in false-positive rates. Papadopoulos et al. [23] compared the improvement of CAD performance for microcalcification detection considering five different image enhancement algorithms: contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization, local range modification (LRM), and the redundant discrete wavelet linear stretching and shrinkage algorithms. The highest performance gain, considering the area under ROC curve, was about 8.5 % and was observed with the LRM algorithm. In another work, Schiabel et al. [43] reported an increase of about 5 % in CAD performance using a preprocessing algorithm based on mammography imaging quality parameters.
Because microcalcifications are high-frequency elements within an image, enhancement techniques that emphasize sharp transitions and fine details often yield an increase in image noise. On the other hand, image denoising algorithms typically reduce the contrast of high-frequency elements in the image, which often yields a loss of spatial resolution. However, the results using the combination of an image denoising algorithm followed by an image enhancement procedure in this work reduced image noise without significantly affecting image sharpness.
These results show that Anscombe transformation was efficient at converting the mammography image quantum noise into a Gaussian additive noise, which can be better removed by the Wiener filter. Furthermore, in the Anscombe domain, image noise was removed through an adaptive Wiener filter, whose parameters are obtained considering local image statistics. Consequently, the adaptive filter allowed for noise reduction by a more precise representation of the mean and variance of the pixel under consideration.
The proposed restoration method has one notable characteristic: the use of information about the acquisition system as input data for the restoration procedure. This characteristic implies that each image set will receive a custom preprocessing filter that correlates to the properties of the acquisition system used in the imaging process. Thus, the MTF-based filter yielded a contrast enhancement for high-frequency signals in the image, which led to microcalcifications appearing more visible in the mammographic images, which ultimately improved CAD performance.
Some of the limitations of this paper and future directions are now addressed. One limitation of this study is that all dense-breast images evaluated by our CAD system were taken from screen-film mammography. Although there is an increasing trend toward full-field digital mammography (FFDM), this study still reflects the majority of practices [9, 50] . Another limitation is that we used a previously developed CAD system to evaluate our preprocessing technique, instead of using a commercial CAD system. However, considering that the main objective of this paper is to present and evaluate this novel restoration methodology, the results show that our technique can improve mammography image quality, which can lead to an improvement in the performance of CAD systems. In order to evaluate the clinical application of our methodology in breast cancer screening, further study must be carried out using FFDM images and commercial CAD systems.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the use of the Anscombe transformation and the adaptive Wiener filter for mammography image denoising and an MTF-based inverse filter for mammographic image restoration. This image restoration technique could be used as a preprocessing module in computeraided detection systems to improve the detection of microcalcifications in breast cancer screening. The results presented in this paper show that the proposed restoration method produces mammography images with reduced quantum noise, preserving image sharpness.
Regarding CAD performance, the results suggested that the preprocessing improved mammographic images, making them more suitable for the digital processing procedures that are used to detect structures of clinical interest. Using our CAD system, restoration increased the detectability of microcalcifications in mammographic images without increasing the false-positive rates. ROC analysis revealed an increase in overall CAD performance for clustered microcalcification detection when restored image sets were used. A deep investigation using more mammographic images, other types of breast lesions, and other CAD systems must be carried out to evaluate the clinical use of the proposed methodology in breast cancer screening. Moreover, further study of how this restoration could lead to a reduction in the radiation dose used in mammography examinations will be conducted in the future.
